Notes from the Nature Reserve
East Ham Nature Reserve November 2015

Six of us met at East Ham Nature Reserve on Saturday, 31 October, a
particularly mild and sunny day. We did some trimming down a path
but mainly concentrated on uncovering graves which seemed
appropriate for Halloween. Two were soldiers who died in WWI.
Labour M.P. Stephen Timms came to see what we were up to,
though was unable to join in the work. However when he asked how
he might help, we said "tell people about us." He took a photo of the
group and was to Tweet it.

It has been a particularly colourful autumn at
the Nature Reserve. We have a wide range of
trees hence many varying colours, from Copper
Beech to Silver Birch, Sycamore, Poplar and
Hazel. There are tiny new cones coming on the
Cedar of Lebanon in the Churchyard. Evergreens
of course don't lose their leaves or needles, and
thus can be identified all year. But how do you
identify trees when all the leaves and blossom
have gone? One way can be bark or as in the
case of coppiced Hazel, the way the tree grows.

If you want to know more, join us on Saturday, 28 November for a ‘Celebration of
Trees’ to mark National Tree Week. We will have our regular work session from
10-1pm, then 30 minutes to eat our packed lunches.
From 1:30pm Penny will be leading a walk
around and talking about trees, including how
to identify them in winter. The talk will be
aimed at adults and older children, but
younger ones are welcome as well. Afterwards
there will be tea/coffee and cakes.
Please join us if you can for the tree
celebration. Even better, come and work with
us in the morning as well.
Cedar of Lebanon cones

Animal of the month
Yellow Meadow Ant – Lasius flavus
These tiny ants make the anthills you see in the grassland.
There can be up to 14,000 ants in a colony.
The ants feed on honeydew from aphids which they farm.
underground. They also eat the aphids.
Ants are an important part of the nature reserve
ecosystem. They bring up fine soil from underground,
making the right conditions for smaller plants to grow.
These plants then provide nectar for butterflies and bees.
The anthills are favourite sunbathing sites for lizards, with shelter round the base for slow worms.
Ants are food for many types of bird, especially green woodpeckers. They peck into the anthill then
use their long tongues to lick up the ants.

Plant of the month
Hazel – Corylus avellana
There are many hazels at East Ham Nature Reserve. Most of
them have been coppiced in the past. This means that they
were cut down to almost ground level and allowed to grow
again. They form a thicket of long, straight poles. These
can be cut again and again as a crop. The base or stool
keeps on getting wider and producing more poles.
Traditionally, hazel poles had many uses. They are used to
make hurdles to use as fences. The thin poles make pegs to
hold thatch in place. In summer the hazels produce
delicious hazelnuts. Unfortunately the squirrels always get
them before we do.
We are going to be coppicing some of the hazel soon to
make1.5m stakes for when we lay the hedge (bending and
weaving it so that it lies horizontally). We use thinner,
longer hazel poles to weave along the top of the hedge,
holding it all in place.
Look out for hazels in late winter and early spring, when they have pretty yellow catkins. In
autumn the rounded leaves turn yellow.

Please contact us if you have any suggestions of things to put in the newsletter or
on the website. Email newhamgg@gmail.com Phone Judi 020 8470 760 or
Frances 078 4597 3156. Check out the website www.newhamgreengym.org for
more information about East Ham Nature Reserve.

